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• Project proposals: extended to Monday 
(during spring break :-/ ) 

• This week's exercise will be made due 
AFTER spring break
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From constituency structure to 
dependency graphs
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258 CHAPTER 11. DEPENDENCY PARSING
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(a) lexicalized constituency parse

The cats scratch people with claws

(b) unlabeled dependency tree

Figure 11.1: Dependency grammar is closely linked to lexicalized context free grammars:
each lexical head has a dependency path to every other word in the constituent. (This
example is based on the lexicalization rules from § 10.5.2, which make the preposition
the head of a prepositional phrase. In the more contemporary Universal Dependencies
annotations, the head of with claws would be claws, so there would be an edge scratch !

claws.)

occupies the central position for the noun phrase, with the word the playing a supporting
role.

The relationships between words in a sentence can be formalized in a directed graph,
based on the lexicalized phrase-structure parse: create an edge (i, j) iff word i is the head
of a phrase whose child is a phrase headed by word j. Thus, in our example, we would
have scratch ! cats and cats ! the. We would not have the edge scratch ! the, because
although S(scratch) dominates DET(the) in the phrase-structure parse tree, it is not its im-
mediate parent. These edges describe syntactic dependencies, a bilexical relationship
between a head and a dependent, which is at the heart of dependency grammar.

Continuing to build out this dependency graph, we will eventually reach every word
in the sentence, as shown in Figure 11.1b. In this graph — and in all graphs constructed
in this way — every word has exactly one incoming edge, except for the root word, which
is indicated by a special incoming arrow from above. Furthermore, the graph is weakly
connected: if the directed edges were replaced with undirected edges, there would be a
path between all pairs of nodes. From these properties, it can be shown that there are no
cycles in the graph (or else at least one node would have to have more than one incoming
edge), and therefore, the graph is a tree. Because the graph includes all vertices, it is a
spanning tree.

11.1.1 Heads and dependents

A dependency edge implies an asymmetric syntactic relationship between the head and
dependent words, sometimes called modifiers. For a pair like the cats or cats scratch, how

Jacob Eisenstein. Draft of November 13, 2018.
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• Dependencies tend to be less specific than 
constituent structure

224 CHAPTER 12. DEPENDENCY PARSING
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(c) Chomsky adjunction

ate dinner on the table with a fork

(d) Dependency representation

Figure 12.3: The three different CFG analyses of this verb phrase all correspond to a single
dependency structure.

shown in Figure 12.3d, these three cases all look the same in a dependency parse. So
if you didn’t think there was any meaningful difference between these three constituent
representations, you may view this as an advantage of the dependency representation.

Dependency grammar still leaves open some tricky representational decisions. For
example, coordination is a challenge: in the sentence, Abigail and Max like kimchi (Fig-
ure 12.4), which word is the immediate dependent of the main verb likes? Choosing ei-
ther Abigail or Max seems arbitrary; for fairness we might choose and, but this seems in
some ways to be the least important word in the noun phrase. One typical solution is
to simply choose the left-most item in the coordinated structure — in this case, Abigail.
Another alternative, as shown in Figure 12.4c, is a collapsed dependency grammar in
which conjunctions are not included as nodes in the graph, but are instead used to label
the edges (De Marneffe et al., 2006). Popel et al. (2013) survey alternatives for handling
this phenomenon across several dependency treebanks.

The same logic that makes us reluctant to accept and as the head of a coordinated noun
phrase may also make us reluctant to accept a preposition as the head of a prepositional
phrase. In the sentence cats scratch people with claws, surely the word claws is more cen-
tral than the word with — and it is precisely the bilexical relations between scratch, claws,
and people that help guide us to the correct syntactic interpretation. Yet there are also
arguments for preferring the preposition as the head — as we saw in section 11.5, the
preposition itself is what helps us to choose verb attachment in meet the President on Mon-
day and noun attachment in meet the President of Mexico. Collapsed dependency grammar

(c) Jacob Eisenstein 2014-2017. Work in progress.

[Example: Jacob Eisenstein]

https://github.com/jacobeisenstein/gt-nlp-class/tree/master/notes


Headedness for phrase relations
• Is a given word X the subject of verb Y?

• Is a given phrase X the subject of verb Y?
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Universal Dependencies

• Dependency treebanks are available for many 
different languages

• https://universaldependencies.org/

• Many open-source dependency parsers (and 
tagging/POS/morphology) trained on them are 
also widely available; e.g. Stanza, SpaCy, etc.

• They typically directly predict dependencies with 
another parsing algorithm (shift-reduce, not CKY)
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Dependency applications

• Dependencies can be used as less sparse 
alternative to n-grams

• Sometimes helps, sometimes doesn’t

• Dependency relations can be selected for 
semantic relationships
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Dependency pattern statistics
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eation of beliefs to communities represented by
social variables. We call this system TweetIE.

4.1 Design Principles
In order to preserve the benefits of the domain-
specific dependency parsing system while main-
taining a simple overall system, we seek to:

• Infer relations using dependency parses,
NER tags, and POS tags, not through lexi-
cons that might only cover standard English.

• Focus on relations regarding a named entity
and its attributes.

• Minimize the number of arguments for rela-
tions to allow for accumulation and compari-
son across social variables.

4.2 Target Entities and Pronoun Coreference
We focus our extraction based on the attributes of
a single named-entity in a given tweet, through
either specifying a name, or using an @ mention
of that user’s account. In the case of names of
persons or organizations, we take into account the
specified token, and expand it using the flat rela-
tion and the span of any BIO NER tags. If the
root of this span is a conj dependency or if any
relevant predicates have conj dependencies, we dis-
tribute dependency relations over them, as done in
the CCprocessed/Enhanced++ variants of Stanford
(De Marneffe and Manning, 2008) and Universal
(Schuster and Manning, 2016) Dependencies.

In order to capture common forms of anaphora
such as possessive pronoun usage, we implement
a simple precision-oriented coreference system for
binary gendered target entities. The user specifies
the target’s gender, and the system seeks any per-
sonal pronouns with the target as the antecedent. It
first determines whether the target’s mention(s) are
in second person (denoted by the vocative relation)
or third person (otherwise). It attributes pronouns
of the determined person and specified gender to
the target if there are no other entities (denoted by
“PER” NER tags) mentioned in the text before it
that are potentially applicable (as in they agree with
regards to grammatical person).

To evaluate this system, we annotated a random
sample of 100 tweets for whether their POS-tagged
pronouns refer to the target entity of our later case
study, Dr. Anthony Fauci (see Section 5). Our
system achieved 33/39 (84.6%) precision and 33/52
(63.5%) recall.

4.3 Relations
We limit our focus to the following semantic rela-
tions:

4.3.1 IS_A
The IS_A relation covers any nominal or adjectival
properties stated to directly pertain to the target
entity, represented using the following patterns:5

1. target nsubj ! propertynom

2. propertyadj
nsubj���! target

3. target appos ! propertynom

4. target compound������! propertynom

5. target amod���! propertyadj

6. target nsubj ! propertynom
amod���! propertyadj

7. target appos ! propertynom
amod���! propertyadj

Patterns 1 and 2 detect subject-complement linking
through copular clauses, even when explicit copu-
las are omitted. Pattern 3 detects appositions, and
Pattern 4 detects titles that do not make up fully
formed appositions (ex: “President Obama”).

Pattern 5 detects adjective modifiers. Patterns
6 and 7 detect adjective modifiers of previously
captured nominal properties, hoping to capture in-
tersective adjectives (ex: “Trump is a famous per-
son”).

4.3.2 HAS_A
The HAS_A relation pertains to any object pos-
sessed the target entity, implemented through pos-
sessive modification.

1. objectnom
nmod:poss������! target

4.3.3 AS_AGENT, AS_PATIENT
The AS_AGENT and AS_PATIENT relations
pertain to actions performed by the target entity
and performed upon the target entity respectively.

1. active verb nsubj���! targetagent

2. active verb obj��! targetpatient

3. passive verb nsubj:pass������! targetpatient

4. passive verb obl��! targetagent

5. active verb obl��! targetpatient
case��! prep.

5H!D represents a relation from a head H to its depen-
dency D, while X !Y indicates a relation in either direction.

[Eggleston and O'Connor, 2022]

Hand-built dependency patterns to get specific semantic 
relationships between words

Proceedings of the 2022 COLING Workshop: The 8th Workshop on Noisy User-generated Text (W-NUT 2022), pages 38–50
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Abstract

In this paper, we utilize recent advancements
in social media natural language processing
to obtain state-of-the-art syntactic dependency
parsing results for social media English. We
observe performance gains of 3.4 UAS and
4.0 LAS against the previous state-of-the-art
as well as less disparity between African-
American and Mainstream American English
dialects. We demonstrate the computational so-
cial scientific utility of this parser for the task of
socially embedded entity attribute analysis: for
a specified entity, derive its semantic relation-
ships from parses’ rich syntax, and accumulate
and compare them across social variables. We
conduct a case study on politicized views of
U.S. official Anthony Fauci during the COVID-
19 pandemic.1

1 Introduction

Corpora of social media text contain wide ranges
of beliefs that researchers may seek to analyze. But
numerous studies have found significant challenges
in applying natural language processing (NLP)
techniques to social media, ranging from incon-
sistent spelling practices to continuously evolving
terminology (Baldwin, 2012; Eisenstein, 2013).

Under the now-ubiquitous modeling paradigm of
pretrained transformers (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin
et al., 2019; Bender et al., 2021; Bommasani et al.,
2021), it is crucial to include social media content
in a language model pretraining corpus. BERTweet
(Nguyen et al., 2020), a language model trained
entirely on English Twitter, has shown state-of-the-
art results in classification (Barbieri et al., 2020),
part-of-speech (POS) tagging (Nguyen et al., 2020),
and named entity recognition (NER) (Jiang et al.,
2022) on social media English.

In addition, treebanks have been annotated to
cover this specific variety of English. Tweebank v2

1Code for this paper is available at: https://github.
com/slanglab/TweetIE_WNUT2022

Figure 1: Examples of dependencies and TweetIE’s
entity attribute extraction system (§4).

(Liu et al., 2018) consists of 3,550 English tweets
annotated according to Universal Dependencies
(Nivre et al., 2020), and Jiang et al. (2022) add NER
tags following the four-class CoNLL 2003 guide-
lines (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003).

Other work has considered the impact of de-
mographic and dialectical factors on social me-
dia NLP. Blodgett et al. (2016, 2018) investigate
linguistic variation of African-American English
(AAE) on Twitter from aggregate user demograph-
ics, developing a small 500 tweet Universal De-
pendencies corpus half of which consists of tweets
heavily using AAE. On this AAE subset, depen-
dency parsers encounter worse performance than
on Mainstream American English (MAE), and a
similar AAE-MAE dialect disparity is widespread
in other areas of NLP (e.g. Koenecke et al., 2020;
Ziems et al., 2022).

Social media NLP advances could enable novel
techniques in computational social science. Re-
trieval and representation of the beliefs and opin-
ions of various groups and ideologies is of clear
importance to many social sciences, with applica-
tions ranging from misinformation studies (Ayoub
et al., 2021) to political science and economics
(Ash et al., 2021).

With these goals in mind, we train a state-of-

https://aclanthology.org/2022.wnut-1.4/


• From geo-located tweets, Mar-Dec 2020
9
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Relation Trump-Leaning (t < �2) Biden-Leaning (t > 2)
IS_A(fauci, propertynom) murderer**, joke**, hack*, fraud*, rat*, flip*, id-

iot, flop, state, prison, fake, jail
nih**, hero, md, director,
president

IS_A(fauci, propertyadj) fake*, little*, deep, liberal, wrong, corrupt beloved, optimistic, best
AS_AGENT(fauci, verb) sweat**, force**, need*, help*, read*, lie*, know*,

let*, not_fund*, not_understand*, flip, predict,
write, make, stick, hold, prove, want, not_say,
admit, not_get, demand, issue, laugh, state, put,
spread, pull

speak**, join*, warn*, throw,
not_recommend, offer, pro-
vide, respond, consider, de-
bunk, fail, reveal

AS_PATIENT(fauci, verb) not_trust***, screw, prosecute, grill, keep to, ar-
rest, expose, lock, do to, remove, accord to, look
like, mean, blast, read

know*, feature, discredit,
threaten, worship, join, insult

HAS_A(fauci, object) friend*, nih*, family, mind, hand, ex-employee,
involvement, fraud, mask

guidance, time

AS_CONJUNCT(fauci, conj.) gates***, obama**, bill gates*, biden*, brix, cdc,
rest, covid, nih, company, government

director, experts

Table 5: TweetIE extractions with at least 20 unique users with a county-level political valence t-statistic outside of
[-2, 2]. Results are reported in decreasing absolute value t-statistic. * |t| > 3, ** |t| > 4, *** |t| > 5.

dialogue rather than statements by reporters and
officials.

5.2 Results and Qualitative Evaluation

We obtain 75,325 tweets, which have an electoral
margin average of 22.8 and standard deviation of
33.9. TweetIE yields 13,532 unique triples of re-
lation(Fauci, token), which we call unique extrac-
tions. The counts of these sum to 99,633 total ex-
tractions overall. In order to improve aggregation,
we lowercase and normalize the token terms with
NLTK’s WordNetLemmatizer (Loper and Bird,
2002), and remove stopwords from NLTK’s En-
glish stopword list.

For each tuple that is expressed by at least 20
unique users, we use a one-sample student’s t statis-
tic to determine if the mean author-geography polit-
ical sentiment of the tuple is significantly different
than the corpus population’s. We require |t| > 2 as
a rough filter for traditional statistical significance.8

This method for term ranking is appropriate for the
continuous variable of political sentiment. Since
words’ frequencies greatly vary, rare terms tend
to be sentiment average outliers; the t statistic’s
normalization by standard error helps control for
an expression’s sample size.9

8Under the central limit theorem, |t| > 1.96 corresponds
to p-value < 0.05. Given multiple hypothesis testing issues
we do not propose a formal significance test interpretation,
though false discovery rate or other methods could be applied
(Bamman et al., 2012).

9Social science NLP has often ranked terms by analogous
confidence measures of term frequency versus a discrete social
variable, such as �2 (Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2010) or log-
odds posterior confidence (Monroe et al., 2008).

This results in 110 expressions have test statis-
tics greater than 2 or less than -2, shown in Table
5. These reflect common political narratives con-
cerning Fauci and his COVID-19 response. Polit-
ical scientific work has found liberal respondents
to be more trusting in COVID-19 experts such as
Fauci than conservatives (Kerr et al., 2021), as well
as more hesitant towards COVID-19 vaccination
(Khubchandani et al., 2021), whose development
and production Fauci was involved with.

The notable considerations of Fauci as a joke or
a fraud, or that he lies or is not trusted, reflect lack
of trust in Fauci by the Trump-leaning. Likewise,
suggesting that Fauci is a hero or beloved, as well
as emphasizing what he says or his warnings show
trust in Fauci from the Biden-leaning.

There are elements of COVID-19 related right-
wing conspiracism in the Trump-leaning extrac-
tions as well. Common antecedents of COVID-19
conspiracism include the notions of a fraudlent pan-
demic, vaccination as a weapon, suspicions of the
government, pharmaceutical industry, Democrats,
and Bill Gates (van Mulukom et al., 2022). In our
analysis this theme surfaces in Gates’ appearance
as a frequent conjunct; furthermore, many Trump-
leaning extractions indicate Fauci as a murderer for
his involvement in vaccination, or as someone who
should be prosecuted, arrested, or put in prison.
A shortcoming of our token-based approach can
be seen with the bigram “deep state”, a key nar-
rative element, being split into two separate IS_A
statements, which would be better viewed together.

[Eggleston and O'Connor, 2022]

https://aclanthology.org/2022.wnut-1.4/

